
DVI and Digital Coax Audio to HDMI Converter

DVI and Digital Audio (S/PDIF) are long-time standards in the video and
audio signal market. These two connection types exist on many computer
video and sound cards. HDMI is another audio/video connection standard
that sits on the cutting-edge frontier of technological innovation. One of the
advantages of HDMI cables includes the integration of audio and video into
one connection. Also the existence of HDMI ports is more prevalent on the
latest digital A/V devices such as DVD players, DVR's, and HDTV's. This
converter box converts DVI and digital audio (S/PDIF) signals to HDMI
signals, allowing you to output video and audio on HDTV's using digital audio
and DVI video sources, such as your computer. With this converter box, you
can gain greater versatility and flexibility with your computer and home
theater audio/video devices, increasing your system's overall technical and
economic efficiency, allowing you to enjoy brilliant graphics/video and high-
fidelity audio across different signal types.

Manufacturer's converter boxes are engineered to the tightest tolerances to
deliver unwavering reliability during mission critical and stress intensive
applications. Every converter box is designed for optimal performance,
producing unparalleled data transfer speeds while preserving utmost data
integrity. With our converter boxes, you can bask in unmatched audio and
video clarity that enhance your lifelike multimedia experiences.

Typical Applications:

 Converting DVI video and digital audio (S/PDIF) to HDMI signal.
 Connecting computer audio/video cards to HDTV's and other HDMI

devices.

Specification

 Converts DVI and Digital Coax (S/PDIF) audio into full HDMI output
 Buffering and amplifying functions
 Achieves long-distance transmission of HDMI signal of more than 15

meters
 HDMI 1.3 compliant
 Offers solutions for digital entertainment center, HDTV retail and show

site
 Applications include: HDTV, STB, DVD and projector factory noise,

space and security concerns, data center control information



distribution, conference room presentation, school and corporate
training environments

Package Includes

 Main Unit
 5 VDC Power Supply
 Operating Instruction

* image or specification may be changed without prior notice


